
Mr. Mitchell  Sparrows Point High School 

AP Literature Summer Reading Assignment: 
2018 

 
In order for the participants in the AP Literature and Composition course to cover the necessary 
scope of literature before the exam in May, they will complete a summer reading project. 
 
Failure to submit the assignment on the first class meeting will have a negative effect on the first quarter 
grade.  Please be aware that your instructor is keenly aware of web-based study guides for these texts and will 
be able to tell if you rely primarily on Sparknotes or Cliffnotes to fulfill the assignment. YOU MUST 
READ THE WORKS IN THEIR ENTIRETY TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN THIS LITERATURE 
COURSE! 
 

Most importantly: Every year, there are a few students who choose to plagiarize their 

essays.  This is an assignment that requires you to consult nothing but the novellas themselves; you 
should not consult any published writing about the titles.  If you choose to reference something 
specific from Foster’s book, you must cite it.  Remember, plagiarism is the inclusion of any ideas or 
any portions of ideas found in someone else’s work, printed word-for-word OR otherwise, without 
proper citation.  Your instructor is adept at spotting this, and will punish the behavior to the fullest 
extent of BCPS policy, including a 0 on the assignment, a disciplinary referral, detention, and 
notifying home. 
 

AP ENGLISH 12 :   

 
Due: First class meeting of the 2018-2019 school year. 
 

Assignment:  
 

  Fetch a copy of Thomas Foster’s fantastic book How to Read Literature 
like a Professor.  This can be found at your public library or easily purchased on 
Amazon or other online book sellers (always opt for the cheaper used copies).  This is an 
entertaining book that introduces readers to several tried-and-true methods of analyzing 
literature.  It is written for casual readers, so it is not as “dense” as you may expect.  Be 
sure to read it all, including the preface and the introduction.   
 

  Obtain and read ONE of the following novellas (shorter than novels).  All 
are readily available at libraries and online retailers (very cheap editions exist for 
eReaders).  Several can even be found for free as PDFs in an online search. 
 

 Heart of Darkness, Joseph Conrad 

 The Old Man and the Sea, Earnest Hemmingway  

 The Awakening, Kate Chopin 

 The Metamorphosis, Franz Kafka 

 Ethan Frome, Edith Wharton 

 The Turn of the Screw, Henry James  
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  Using the insight you’ve gained from How to Read Literature like a 

Professor, write an essay in which you analyze the novella you chose to read.  Be sure to 
anchor your analysis with a main thesis/claim that expresses the meaning of the novella 
as you see it (the less-obvious, the better).  Then, connect the aspects you choose to 
analyze to the meaning you’ve stated in the thesis. 
 
Example Thesis:  “Khalid Hosseini examines the effect of remorse and guilt over time and 

suggests that the human spirit inevitably seeks redemption.”  (The Kite Runner) 

 

                                                                       Or 

 

“Khalid Hosseini challenges power disparity among ethnic and religious groups and exposes 

its ability to undermine family bonds.” (The Kite Runner) 

 
 
Your paper must: 

 Be typed in complete MLA format (use Purdue Owl 
 Be 3-5 pages long 
 Include direct textual evidence used for analysis, NOT summary 
 Include a Works Cited page (not included in page length requirement) 
 Show an attempt to break free from the 5 paragraph structure 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Due: First class meeting.  Please submit to Schoology and bring printed 
copy. 


